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In this paper, we study the extension problem in the category of topological spaces and proper 
maps. To attack this problem a new proper cohomology theory and a new obstruction cocycle 
are defined. This cohomology theory has coefficients in a morphism r’+ n where r’ is a pro-abelian 
group and n is an abelian group. 
Let K” be the n-skeleton of a second countable, locally compact cell complex K, and let Y 
be a topological space with a colinal sequence of compact subsets 0 = M,, c M, c M2 c . . . c Y 
such that Y - M, is a path-connected n-simple space. In this case, the sequence 
. ..-.~“(Y-M*)~P”(Y--,)~~“(Y) 
can be seen as a morphism of the pro-abelian group r’ = {rm( Y - M,)li 2 1) to the abelian group 
?r = r,,(Y). Then we define an obstruction cocycle c”+’ (g) with coefficient in v’+ r and prove 
the following results. 
(Proposition) A proper map g:K” + Y has a proper extension over K”+’ if and only if 
_c”“(g) = 0. 
(Theorem) Let g : K” + Y be a proper map. Then g/K”-’ can be properly extended over K “+’ 
if and only if _c”+’ (g) is cohomologous to zero. 
AMS(MOS) Subj. Class.: 55836 
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1. Introduction 
Two central problems in Algebraic Topology are the classification and extension 
of continuous mappings. In 1932, Hopf [4] classified the homotopy classes of a 
n-complex into a n-sphere. This result was formulated by Whitney [9] in terms of 
cohomologies with coefficient in homotopy groups. Afterwards, Eilenberg [2] defined 
the cocycle cn+‘(fl with coefficients in v,( Y) for a continuous map f: K" + Y 
where K" is the n-skeleton of a cell complex K. He studied the connection of the 
cohomological properties of c”+‘(f) and the extension possibilities off: 
In this paper, we shall consider the category of topological spaces and proper 
maps. A continuous mapf: X + Y is said to be proper iff’(K) is compact whenever 
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K is a closed compact subset of the space Y. Categories of proper maps and proper 
homotopies have important applications to Geometry Topology and to Shape 
Theory, see [3]. Therefore, in my opinion, it is very important to attack the problems 
of proper extension and proper homotopy classification for proper maps. This is 
the purpose of our study. 
Edwards and Hastings [3, P 61 used pro-homotopy theory to study proper 
homotopy theory. They described proper homotopy theory at co defining an embed- 
ding functor E : Ho( P,,,) + Ho pro-Top, where Ho( %,) is the category of proper 
homotopy at cc of locally compact, a-compact Hausdorff spaces. Combining proper 
homotopy theory at cc and ordinary homotopy theory they found a full embedding 
(1, 8): Ho(P,) + Ho(Top, pro-Top) 
where Ho(P,) is the proper homotopy category of locally compact, a-compact 
spaces, and Ho(Top, pro-Top) is the homotopy category associated with the closed 
model structure studied by Edwards and Hastings [3, p. 1141. 
Porter [7] also considered an abstract homotopy theory in pro-CAb where CAb is 
the category of complexes of abelian groups. There he defined a cohomology theory 
with coefficients in a pro-abelian group F. Let Fcq) denote the complex consisting 
of F in dimension q and the zero group everywhere else, and let C be an object 
of pro-CA,,, then Porter defined 
H’(C, F) = [C, F(q)1 
where [ *, a] denote the morphism-group in Ho (pro-c,,). He used this cohomology 
theory to obtain obstructions for simple extensions in the category pro-Kan,, where 
Kan, is the category of pointed connected Kan complexes and simplicial pointed 
maps. 
To attack the proper extension problem of proper maps we shall define a proper 
cohomology theory %? with coefficients in a morphism rr’+ rr where rr’ is a 
pro-abelian group and rr an abelian group. This cohomology is different from the 
above cohomology defined by Porter, but we have natural transformations 
2V(. ) ?T’-+ 77) + W(. ; 7r’), %?(. ; ?T’+ $7) + W(. ; ?7) 
where Hq( - ; d) is the Porter’s cohomology and Hq( .; 7r) is the singular 
cohomology with coefficients in rr. In order to have a more simple notation we shall 
denote the morphism rr’+ r by F. 
We shall also define an obstruction cocycle c”“(f) for a proper map f: K” + Y. 
This cocycle will consist on a sequence of homomorphisms cr’i(f), i 2 0, such that 
{cl+‘(f) 1 i > 1) will be a morphism of pro-Ab and c,“+‘(f) will be the usual singular 
obstruction cocycle. To see the differences between extensions and proper extensions 
and between the cocycles c:“(f) and c”“(f) we shall give some examples in 
Section 8. The new cocycle _c”“(f) will have for proper maps analogous properties 
that Eilenberg’s cocycle has for continuous maps. In particular, a proper map 
f: K” + Y can be properly extended to a proper map f: K”+’ + Y if and only if 
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_c”“(f) = 0. If c”“(f) - 0, then f/K"-' can be properly extended to a proper map 
of l-C”+’ to Y. 
In the classical obstruction theory it is usual the condition that Y is n-simple 
and rr,( Y) is taken as coefficient group. For proper maps, we take spaces Y which 
have a cofinal sequence of closed-compact subsets 0 = MO c M, c M2 = . . . = Y and 
such that Y = lJ M,, Y - M, is pathwise connected and n-simple for all i 2 0, and 
as coefficient object we take 
. ..~~.(Y-M,)-,~,(Y-M,)~~,(Y) 
which consists in the pro-abelian group {rrTT,( Y - M,) 1 i 3 1) and the abelian group 
7r,( Y). This object will be denoted by r,,( Y). 
For nice spaces, the pro-group {r, ( Y - Mi) 1 i 2 1) is isomorphic to the pro-group 
defined by Edwards and Hastings, [3, p. 2261, pro-rr,( a( Y, w)) and the new condition 
of n-simple can be replaced by the two conditions: pro-nl(E( Y, w)) acts trivially 
on pro-rrn(e( Y, w)) and Y is n-simple. 
2. Preliminaries and notations 
In the present paper, we shall restrict ourselves to the study of proper maps of 
a second countable, locally compact cell complex K [8, p. 1001 into a pathwise 
connected space Y with one Freudenthal end. We shall denote by K” the n- 
dimensional skeleton of K and use the notation K” = L u K “. The interior of A c K 
will be denoted by A. N will denote the natural numbers. In this paper, the spaces 
K, L and Y will satisfy the above conditions. We will use the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.1. Let K be a cell complex as above, then there exists a sequence ofjinite 
subcomplexes Li, i 3 0, and a sequence of subcomplexes P, such that 
0 
(i) O=Lo~L,cL,ce,cL,c...cK 7 
(ii) u Li = K, 
(iii) 1f far! Lit,, then CT n Li =0, 
(iv) K=P,~~~~P,~~,~P,~~*‘z...~0, 
(v) fl E=0, 
(vi) If aG Pi, then gn Pi+1 ~0, 
(vii) X - Li 3 P, 3 X - Li+l. 
Proof. Under these topological conditions, every compact subset of K is contained 
in the interior of a finite subcomplex, and K has a countable number of cells 
*1, CT*,.... Then u, is contained in the interior of a subcomplex L,, and L, u a, 
in the interior of a subcomplex L,. Using induction we obtain the sequence of finite 
subcomplexes L,. Now, take as Pi all cells (T such that u n Li = 0. 
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3. A proper cohomology theory 
Let 8 denote the category of topological spaces and proper maps, Mor 9’ the 
category of morphisms of 9, and Mono 9 the full subcategory of Mor 9’ whose 
objects are the monomorphisms of 9. We shall also consider the category of abelian 
groups Ab and the category of inverse systems of abelian groups pro-Ab (see 
[l, 3,6]). Ab can be considered as a full subcategory of pro-Ab (an abelian group 
can be seen as an inverse system indexed over an index set with a single element). 
We are interested in the full subcategory of Mor pro-Ab whose objects are of the 
form X + A where X is an object of pro-Ab and A is an object of Ab. This category 
is denoted by (Ab, pro-Ab), see [3]. We shall denote the objects of (Ab, pro-Ab) in 
the following way: If X = (X,, pi, A) is an inverse system and p: X+ A is a 
morphism of pro-Ab then we take A’ = A u (0) and p : X + A can be denoted as an 
inverse system over A’, X, taking X = A. Let X(p : X + A), J’ (q : Y + B) be objects 
of (Ab, pro-Ab), a morphism f: &, + Y consists in a morphism f: X + Y of pro-Ab, 
and a homomorphisms fe : A -+ B of abelian groups. 
In the appendix of [l] the category pro-Ab is proved to be an abelian category. 
Then Mor pro-Ab is also an abelian category, and (Ab, pro-Ab)(X, Y) is an abelian 
group. Let C~Ab,pro_Ab) denote the category of chain complexes of (Ab, pro-Ab), and 
let r be an object of (Ab, pro-Ab), then we have that (Ab, pro-Ab)( *, zr) induces 
a contravariant functor CcAb,pro_Ab)+ CAbwhere CAb are cochain complexes of 
abelian groups. 
Let X be a topological space, a subset N included in X is said to be precompact 
if the closure of N is a compact subset of X. 
Now, we are going to define the functor 
C*: Mono 9 + C(Ab,pro-Ab) 
Let (X, A) be a proper pair and n 2 0, then we take 
Cn(X,A)={C,,(X-N,A-N)(Nisprecompact} 
where C,(X - N, A - N) is the usual singular n-chain complex. Notice that index 
set A’ = A u (0) is formed by all precompact subsets of X, and for N = 0 we have 
C,(X, A). 
The usual a N : C,,(X - N, A - N) + C,_,(X - N, A - N) induces the morphism 
3: Cm(X, A) + Gn-l(X, A). It is clear that 22 = 0, then we obtain the chain complex 
C,(X, A). Now if r is a fixed object of (Ab, pro-Ab) we have 
C”(X, A; a) = (Ab, pro-Ab)(G(X, A), r), 
C*(X, A; a) = (Ab, pro-Ab)(C*(X, A), T). 
Definition 3.1. Let (X, A) be a proper pair and r an object of (Ab, pro-Ab). Then 
the cohomology of C*(X, A; g) 
cF(X, A; F) = H”C*(X, A; r) 
is said to be the proper cohomology of (X, A) with coefficients in r. 
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As an easy consequence of Proposition 2.1, we have 
Lemma 3.2. Let (KI, L) a cellular pair as in Section 2 and Pi the subcomplexes of 
Proposition 2.1, then K-P, is a coJina1 system in the precompact subsets of K. 
Therefore, because of properties of category pro-Ab the objects of (Ab, pro-Ab) 
{ C,,( K - N, L - N) / N is precompact}, {C,(P,, Pin L)IizO} 
are isomorphic. 
Because of Pi n L is a subcomplex of pI, for computing the homology of (Pi, Pi n L) 
we can take the complex 
T,(Pi, Pin L) = H,(P;, Py-I), P”=(PinL)vPy=PinK”. 
The boundary is defined as the composition 
H”(P”, P;-l)+ H,_1(~.7-1)-,H,_l(Pn-‘, Fj:_‘). 
Then we obtain the object of CcAb,pro_Ab) 
r*(K, L)={r,(Pi, Pin L(i20). 
Using homological algebra can be proved 
Lemma 3.3. The chain complexes c*( K, L), C,( K, L) of C~Ab,pro_Abj have the same 
chain homotopy type. 
It is clear that (Ab, pro-Ab) ( *, r) is an additive functor, then if we denote 
T*(K L) = (Ab, pro-Ab)(r,(K L), zr) 
we will obtain 
Corollary 3.4. C*(K, L) and T”(K, L) have the same cochain homotopy type. 
4. The obstruction cocycle f+‘(g) 
Let L be a subcomplex of K where K is a cell complex as those of Section 2, 
and suppose that the given path-connected space Y has only one Freudenthal end. 
We also assume that Y has a cofinal sequence of closed-compact subsets Mi, i Z= 0, 
P,-M,,cM,cM,c...c Y 
such that Y- Mi is an n-simple path-connected space. In this case, every map of 
any oriented n-sphere into Y - Mi determines an element of r,( Y - Mi). 
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In the present section, let us consider a given proper map g : K” + Y. This proper 
map determines a (n + 1)-cocycle as follows. For the closed-compact subset Mi 
there exists $(i) such that g( P;(i)) c Y - Mi. Now, let u be any (n + 1)-cell of P+(+ 
Since aa= Pzci,, the partial map g/au determines an element [g/au] of T,,( Y - Mi). 
Then 
c:+l(g): H”,,(P$‘,, P;J + 7r,( Y - Mi) 
is defined by c?+‘(g)(a) = [g/am]. 
It is important to take I,!J(O) = 0. In this case, con+’ (g) is the classical obstruction 
cocycle, see [5]. The sequence 
. ..-~~(Y-Mi+l)~~.(Y-Mi)-,... 
represents in a natural way an object of (Ab, pro-Ab). This object will be denoted 
by a,(Y). It is clear that the homomorphisms 
cl+‘(g): rn+l(P*ci, n L, + nn( y- Mi) 
determine a morphism 
c”“(g): rn+,(Y L) + rn( Y). 
Then c”+‘(g) is a (n + 1)-cochain of the cochain complex C*(K, L; r,( Y)) defined 
in Section 3. 
Proposition 4.1. The obstruction cochain f”(g) is a cocycle. 
Proof. Let i 2 0, and let T be an (n +2)-cell of P,,,(i). Let i, i: denote the (n + 
1)-skeleton and n-skeleton of T respectively. Consider the following commutative 
diagram 
P 
ffn+,(+, +I - TTT,+,(f, 3 a - 7rn(f) g* -?TTT,(Y-JSfi) 
where the left horizontal maps are Hurewicz homomorphisms. Notice that p is an 
epimorphism and Ker p is contained in Ker(g.$) because Y - Mi is n-simple. We 
also have for any (n + 1)-cell u of i that 
cl”(g)(a) = [g/M] = g*ap_‘(a). 
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If a7 = c &kffk with &k = f 1, we have 
c”+‘(g)(ar) = c;+‘(g)(x skok) =c &kc”+l(g)~, 
= Ck Ek(g&-‘)bkk) = &&-’ Ck &kflk = &h-‘j,&(d 
= g*mzP*(~) = 0 
because aj, = 0. 
Proposition 4.2. The proper map g : K” + Y has a proper extension over En+’ if and 
only if_c”+‘( g) = 0. 
Proof. Assume that g has a proper extension g over ,“+I. Then there exists a map 
V : N + N such that ?P(O) = 0, q(i) 2 $(i) (I,!J is the map defined in the beginning 
of this section) and g(PG<i,) c Y-M,. Let 
p$(I):rn+l(pT(i)3 P*(i,nL)+~n+*(Pe(i), Pt(r)nL) 
be the boundary map of cn+,(K, L). Then we obtain that c”‘(g)p~~(o=O. Hence 
_cn+l( g) = 0. 
Conversely, suppose that c”“(g) = 0. Then we can define an increasing map 
?P : N + N such that ly(0) = 0, !P( i) 2 $(i) and c~“(g)p~~‘,\’ = 0. Then we have the 
sequence 
K = p*(o) = PT(,) = P’y(2) ’ - * . 
Then if s is a (n + 1)-cell of PVCij which is not contained in Pqtifl), we have 
O=C”+‘(g)p~~(‘i’(a)=[g(acr)]E 7rn( Y-244,). 
Hence g/&r has a proper extension g over c+ and g(c) c Y - M;. Now, it is easy 
to see that the union of these extensions is a proper map g: En+’ + Y. •i 
Now, from the definition of the cocycle g”“(g) we can prove 
Lemma 4.3. If g,, g, : K” + Y are properly homotopic, then g”+‘( g,) = _c”“(g,). 
5. The difference cochain 
In this section, we are concerned with two given proper maps g,, g,: En + Y 
which are properly homotopic on K”-‘; we shall see that the difference of the 
obstruction cocycles of g, and g, is a coboundary. For this purpose, consider a 
proper homotopy H : En-’ xI-+YsuchthatH,=g,/K”-‘,H,=g,/K”-’,H(x,l)= 
g,,(x) = g,(x), for x E L. Regard the closed unit interval as a cell complex composed 
of two O-cells 0 and 1 and one l-cell I. Then the topological product K x I is also 
a cell complex. We can consider the cellular pair (K x I, Lx I). In this cellular pair 
we shall denote 
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Notice that the sequence Pi of K, see Proposition 2.1, induces the sequence Pi x Z 
in K x I. Now we define the homomorphism 
ki: r,(Pi,PinL)+T,+,(PixZ,(PinL)xZ), kJa) = (+x 1. 
This defines a morphism _k: rn( K, L) + r”+,( K x Z, Lx Z). Now we define a proper 
map F:m”+ Y by F(x, 0) = go(x), F(x, t) = H(s, t), F(x, 1) = g,(x) for every 
(x, t) of m”. Then we have the composition 
’ Z,(K, L) - T,+,(K x Z, Lx I) ‘“+‘(w - T”(Y) 
and we define, d”(f; H, g) = _c”+‘(F) . _k. 
Now, it is easy to prove 
Proposition 5.1. The proper homotopy H : Z? *-’ x Z + Y has a proper extension if and 
only ifd”(go, H, gA = 0. 
Theorem 5.2. &d”(g,,, H, g,) =cn+‘(gl) -_c”+‘(gO). 
Proof. Let Mi c Y, then we have the composition 
k 
fn(p$(i)9 P#(i)n L) aO fn+l(p$(i) X 4 (P+(i) n L) X 1) 
c;+‘(F) 
- 7T”( Y- Mi) 
where (cl(i) is such that F(wxl”) c Y - Mi. 
Let (T be a (n-t 1)-cell of PJcij, then 
6d+,i,(go, H, gl)(o) = d+,z)(go, H, gl)(aa) = c7+‘(F)ke<i,(aa) 
= c;“(F)(aax I). 
Since c:+‘(F) is a cocycle, we have 
o=Sc~+‘(~)(cxz)=c~+‘(F)(~(cxz))=c~+’(F)(cx1-cxO-~cxz) 
= c;+l(F)(c x 1) - c;+‘(F)(c x 0) -c:+‘(F)(ac x I). 
But we know 
c:+‘(F)(c x 1) = c;+‘(g,)(c), c:+‘(F)(c x 0) = c’+‘(gJ(c) 
Then, 
Sd,(i,(g,, H, g,)(c) = cI’+‘(g,)(c) - cr+‘(g,)(c)* •I 
Lemma 5.3. Consider a proper map g, : K” + Y and a proper homotopy H : K”-’ x I + 
Y relative to L such that H,= gO/Z?n-‘. Then ifc_i E (Ab, pro-Ab) (r”(K, L), r,,(Y)) 
there exists a proper map g, : K” += Y such that H, = g,/K”-‘, and d”(g,, H, g,) = d. 
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Proof. Since d is a morphism of (Ab, pro-Ab), there exist +: N+ N with I/J(O) = 0 
and homomorphisms 
di: F”(P*(i), P+cijnL)+ rn(Y-Mi). 
Let F’:I?“xOU~“~‘XI+ Y be defined by 
F’/l?‘xO=g,, F’/K”-’ x I = H. 
Since F’ is a proper map there exists I/J’: N + hJ with r+V(O) =0 such that 
F’((~“x0u~“-‘x1)n(P,~~,,x1))~ Y-Mi. 
Now, we can take an increasing map !J’ : N + N with p(O) = 0 such that !P( i) 3 4(i), 
!P(i)>$‘(i). If we define di=dip$$‘, then we have d=_d’ (d’={dj}), see [3]. 
Let o be a n-cell of Pqci, which is not contained in Pqci+l). Then di(a)E 
T,( Y - M,), we also have F’(a x 0 u au x I) c Y - M,. Now we can extend F’ to a 
map F of a((+ x I) into Y - Mi so that [F/8( CT x I)] = dl( (+). Taking all these 
extensions over u x 1 we can define a proper map g,: K” + Y such that H, = g,/K “-’ 
and &“(g,, H, g,) = d’= d. •i 
Next, let us consider three given proper maps g,, g, , g, : K” + Y and two proper 
homotopies H, G : K”-’ Xl+ Y (re1.L) with H,=g,,/K”-‘, H,=gl/Rn-‘=G,,, 
G, = gZ/K”-‘. Let K : En-’ x I + Y defined by 
H(x, 2t), 
G(x, 2t- 1). 
Then we have 
Lemma 5.4. rj”(g,, Kgi)=d”(g,, H, gJ+d”(gi, G, gz). 
6. Extension theorem for proper maps 
We are going to prove an extension theorem for proper maps analogous to the 
Eilenberg’s one, see [2], but in this case we shall consider the obstruction cocycle 
of section 4 and the proper cohomology of Section 3. 
As in Section 4, let us consider a given proper map g : l?” + Y which determines 
the obstruction cocycle c”“(g) and h ence an obstruction proper cohomology class 
y”+‘(g) E %“‘fl(K, L; T,(Y)) represented by _c”“(g). 
Theorem 6.1. Let g : K” + Y be a proper map. 7’hen g/E”-’ can be properly extended 
over En+’ if and only if y”++‘(g) = 0. 
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Proof. Assume that g/K”-’ has a proper extension g’: K”+l+ Y Define 
go=g, g1= g’/E 
H(x, 1) = g(x) for xE K”-‘. 
By Theorem 5.2 we have 
W”(go, K 8,) =d’+‘(g,)-c”+‘(go). 
Because of _c”+’ (gr) = 0, it follows that 6(-d”(go, H, gl)) = f”(g). 
Conversely, if y”+‘(g) = 0 then there exists 4 such that 6d = c”“(g) by Lemma 
5.3, there exists proper g, : K” + Y such that g,/K”-’ = go/En-’ and fl(go, H, g,) = 
-d. Then 
c”“(g) = 6d = -&f”(g,, H, g,) =_c”+‘(g)-_c”+‘(g,). 
Then c”+‘(gr) = 0 and by Proposition 4.2, there exists g’: K”+‘+ Y with g’/K” = g, . 
7. The extension problem for proper homotopy 
Let us consider two proper maps A g : K + Y agreeing on L. The problem of 
homotopy is to determine whether or not f and g are properly homotopic relative 
to L. 
Suppose that H : K” x I + Y is a proper homotopy relative to L from f/K" to 
g/E “. We can consider the cellular pair 
(K,L)x(I,~)=(KxL,LxI”Kx~) 
and the sequence 
(Pi, Pin L) X (I, i) = (Pi X I, (Pin L) X lu Pi X i). 
Then we have the diagram 
kc 
T,(Pi, Pin L) - m+l(S x 13 tpi n L, x I) 
R2 
\ J 
J* 
~~+,(PixI,(PinL)xluPixi) 
where ki has been defined in the beginning of Section 5, and j, is induced by the 
natural inclusion. The maps R, = j*ki induce a chain map of degree one 
R: ~*(K,L)~~*(KXI,LXlUKXi) 
which is an isomorphism. In K” x I u K x i we can define a proper map F by 
F/l? * x I = H, F/K x 0 =f, F/K x 1 = g. Taking coefficients in F,, ( Y) we obtain 
the cochain isomorphism 
R#: T*(KxI, LxIuKxi)+T*(K,L) 
which applies the obstruction cocycle _c .+‘(F) to the difference cochain d”(J; H, g). 
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Lemma 7.1. The obstruction cj”(f; I-I, g) is a relative cocycle ofK modulo L. 
Proof. &j”(f, H, g) = _c”+‘(g) -_c”+‘(f). S’ mcef, g have proper extensions to En+‘, 
it follows that 
G”“(f) = &?‘(g) = 0. 
Then, 6_d”(f, H, g) = 0. El 
As a consequence of Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 6.1, we also obtain 
Lemma 7.2. Theproper homotopy H : K”-’ x I + Y has a proper extension H : K” x I + 
Y ifand only ifcj”(A I-I, g) =O. 
Theorem 7.3. _d”(J; H, g) - 0 if and only if there exists a proper homotopy G : l? * x I -+ 
Y such that 
Go=f/P, Gl=g/I?‘, G/~“-2~I=H/l?“-2~I. 
If in the above theorem, we denote the cohomology class of 
S”(f, H, g). Then we can change _d”(f, H, g) -0 by S”(f; H, g) = 0. 
8. Exampies 
d”(f; H, g) by 
In this section, we give some simple examples to understand the difference between 
continuous extensions and proper extensions, and between the cocycles c~“(f) and 
C”“(f)- 
Example 8.1. Let I%: = {(x, y, z) E W3/ z>O}, the ‘upper-half’ of lR3. Then 83’ can be 
considered as a subspace of R: through the proper injection u : R2+ W: defined by 
u(x, y) =(.x, y, 0). It is easy to give a cellular decomposition of 8%: having R3 as 
subcomplex. 
Define p : RI + R2 by p(x, y, z) = (x, y). Since p - u = id it follows that IW~ isa retract 
of R:. We can also express this fact saying that in the following diagram 
id 
R2-R 
2 
u 
the identity map id of R2 has a continuous extension p to IX:. Hence all obstructions 
cocycles induces by id are zero. 
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Now we can ask if the proper map id has a proper extension to R:. That is if OX* 
is a proper retract of WI. The answer is negative. We can prove this fact using 
Alexandroff compactifications: Suppose we have a proper map I : 02: * R* such that 
r. u = id. Since the Alexandroff compactifications of R* and R: are homeomorphic 
to the 2-sphere S* and the 3-ball B3, respectively, we obtain that 5% = ids2 where ?, 
u^ are the continuous maps induced by r, s, resp. Then we have that the identity ids2 
is homotopic to the constant map, and this is a contradiction. Hence there are no 
proper extensions. 
Denote by a”* the positive square of a real number a, and for i 3 0 consider the 
following increasing sequence of compact subsets in R2 
Mi={(x,y)~R2~(~2+y2)1’2~i-1) 
In this case we have 
- For i 2 0 R* - M, is O-connected l-simple and 2-simple. 
- %-,(R2 - MO) = ?Tl(lQ2) = 0. 
- For every i~lrrl(R2-Mi)=Z. 
- For i~O~2(R2-Mi)=0. 
Since Y - Mi is connected for every i satisfying i 30, it follows that i&2 has a 
proper extension f’ to the l-skeleton. Since r2(R2) = 0, if we had a proper extension 
j-* to the 2-skeleton, we would have that c3(f) =0 and f* would extend properly 
to RI. But this is not possible. Therefore we can conclude that the cohomological 
class of _c’(f’) is not zero. 
For a particular cellular decomposition, we can also prove directly that I’ is 
not cohomologous to zero. For example, we can find a cellular decomposition K 
of W: which induces a cellular decomposition L on R* and satisfies that the cells 
which are not contained in R* are the following subspaces: 
a~=~(x,y,z)~~~~k~(x~+y~+z~)~‘~~k+1~ fork>O, 
a;={(x,y,z)ER:~(X~+y*+z2)1’*=~+1} for 12 0. 
Using the notation of sections above, we can take 
Pi =U (ailk i}. 
Then for this cellular decomposition we have 
~0=~1=L, f’ = idR2, 
C&K L) = I*(4 L) = 0, 
S : T’(K, L; gl(R2)) + r2(K, 1% gI(R2)) is zero. 
Therefore, in this case, to prove that c*(id) is not cohomologous to zero it suffices 
to see that r2(id) # 0. 
Notice that for every integer j satyisfying j > (cI( i) > 0, j > i the composition 
bond 
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is non zero. This is because aa’, always represents a non zero generator of ~i( R* - 
A4i) for every m >j. Hence it follows that g*(id) is not cohomologous to zero. 
Moreover, observe that &id) = 0 and the pro-group morphism {c,(id)li 2 1) is non 
zero. Finally, since this pro-group morphism is non zero we can state that each 
identity restriction Pi n Iw* + R* has no proper extensions to Pi. 
Example 8.2. Now we shall prove that every proper map f: IL!: + lR: extending the 
identity map idW2 is a surjection. 
First notice that F c Iw: is closed if and only if for every compact subset K of 
R: Fn K is a closed subset of K. Because Imfn K =ff’(K) and f is proper, it 
follows that Imfn K is closed, and Imf is closed. 
Suppose that f is not a surjection. Because Imf is closed there is a 3-ball B3 such 
that Imfc R: - g3, then f is a map of the type R: + R: - 8”. In this case we have 
E-l(R: - i’) = 0, ?7*(R: - 8’) = Z, 
‘ir2(lR: -8’) is the object O+Z. 
Hence f admits a proper extension f to the 2-skeleton. Taking the cellular decompo- 
sition of R: of example above, it is easy to verify that the cohomological class of 
c:(s) is non zero. Therefore _c3(f2) is not cohomologous to zero and u does not 
have a proper extension to R:. Then we have obtained a contradiction. Hence f 
must be a surjection. 
Observe that in this example the pro-group morphism {c;‘(f)ln 2 1) is zero. Then 
there is some Pi such that u/P, n R* has a proper extension to Pi. 
9. Remarks on the classification problem for proper maps 
Using similar results to those of Hu’s book we have obtained analogous 
classification theorems. We give without proof the following theorems. 
Theorem 9.1. Let (K, L) be a cellularpair and Y a space as those of Section 2. Suppose 
(i) dim( K, L) < +co. 
(ii) For every i satisfying 0 < i < n, gi( Y) = 0. (If n = 1, we also suppose that rI( Y) 
acts trivially on T~( Y) for every r satisfying 1 s r G dim( K, L)). 
(iii) For every r satisfying n < r c dim( K, L), T( K, L; T~( Y)) = 0. 
(iv) For every r satisfying n < r < dim( K, L), %?+I( K, L; F,( Y)) = 0. 
Then the proper homotopy classes from K to Y relative to L are in one-to-one 
correspondence with the elements of %“( K, L; r,, ( Y)). 
Theorem 9.2. Let K be a connected non compact one-ended cell complex with dim K < 
+OO. Then the following statements are equivalent 
(i) K and J = [0, +a) have the same proper homotopy type. 
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(ii) 
(iii) 
For r-2 1, g,(K)=O. 
r,(K) acts trivially on r,(K) and Z(K, g,(K))=0 for every r satisfying 
1~rrdimK. 
Example 9.3. Let K be a second countable locally compact cell complex with jinite 
dimension. Then the set of proper homotopy classes from K to IF!* is in bijective 
correspondence with SY’(K, I,). This is because xi(W’) = 0 for i 3 2. 
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